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SalesReady (‘sAlz-‘re-dE):
adjective 1: relentlessly prepared mentally and physically
for any possible sales scenario that may arise at any time 2:
leaving nothing to chance 3: a pleasure to work with
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What you can do with it
You can download, print, and read the material. You can forward
it by email to colleagues, resellers, customers, friends, and family members. You can even mail them a printed copy if you need to
slow things down a bit.

What you can’t do with it
Please don’t let the material go to waste by not making it a part of your
world.
Additionally, please don’t republish, sell, or offer the material from your
website without prior written permission from Give More Media. (Please
feel free to link to it anytime: BeSalesReady.com – we’ll love you for it.)
Finally, please don’t alter the material in any way or use it as a foundation for a
“for-hire” presentation without prior written permission from Give More Media.
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Professionals are prepared. Period.
Little is left to chance with those at the top of the sales world. Opening statements with
cold prospects are ready to go at all moments. Differentiating features and benefits are top
of mind. Challenges to meeting objectives are predicted and examined. Appropriate responses are prepared and practiced. If it can be identified, thought through and practiced in
advance… it is.
In the following pages you’ll find the SalesReady™ checklist for those who sell. Because
it’s general in scope, you’ll find some areas of preparation that may not apply to your sales
world and others that may need to be expanded.

If it can be identified,
thought through and
practiced in advance…

it is.

While some of these items in many larger
organizations can be the responsibility of other
departments, the professional leaves nothing to
chance. Take full ownership of your preparedness and use what’s provided, create what’s not,
and improve what’s weak.

This is a guideline to examining how ready you are and a thought prompt to fine-tuning
your messages and process. If you lead a team, use it as a guide for sales training
beyond product knowledge.
It’s your sales life. You’re responsible for your results.
Dig in. Own it.
Just Sell®.
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the preparedness checklist
REGULAR SALES COMMUNICATION
• at least two compelling opening statements of value for your prospect in each format
in person
on the phone
on voice mail
by email
by letter

• at least two different and specific follow-up voice mail messages
• at least five open-ended questions appropriate to your sales world (see final chart)
• at least one stock email response for any communication repeated in more than 30%
of your sales efforts (can always be expanded or shortened in order to personalize
the communication) – areas to consider include:
initiating interest
follow-up
secondary follow-up
price inquiry
literature or collateral material request
appointment confirmation
creating urgency
closing
thank you (business, referral, appointment, discussion, demonstration, etc.)
disqualifying
• at least two points of true differentiation from your competitors
• at least one statement that communicates a solid reason a prospect or customer
should buy from you now (value/ urgency statements) (see sample section 1)
• fully prepared standard presentations (for formal & informal presentations)
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CHALLENGING COMMUNICATION
• at least one response to each of the top three objections you hear from prospects and customers
• at least one response to the “price is too high” objection (see sample section 2)
• at least one statement to move the price-sensitive prospect or customer to a
discussion of value (see sample section 3)
• at least one statement to comfortably exit a sales situation no longer worth your
time (see sample section 4)
• at least one response to the discount inquiry (“What can you do for me on the
price?”) indicating a need for something more (or less) from the prospect or
customer in order for a discount to be considered (see sample section 5)

CLOSING COMMUNICATION
• at least two closing statements (see sample section 6)
• at least one statement asking for referrals

TOOLS
• proposal templates for each product or service you sell
• contract/ agreement templates for each product or service you sell
• three customer references prepared in all possible requested formats
verbal
email
letter/ fax
• knowledge and/ or list of your company’s top five customers (in the event
sharing this information has no negative competitive impact)
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sample statements
PART ONE: VALUE/URGENCY STATEMENTS
A few starter ideas for developing value/ urgency statements that should help
you create more urgency throughout the sales process…
• “In terms of the return on investment,
if you start this [month/ quarter/ year]
you can expect to save $XXX,XXX this
month/ quarter/ year]-- a nice number
for your [department/ team].”
• “It seems like a great fit to what you’re trying to accomplish, and I’m fairly confident
we’ll have the inventory available, but
we can only guarantee it [today/ this
week/ this month]. What concerns do you
have about moving forward now?”

• “The exciting part of this [solution/ program] is not only the additional immediate
revenue you’ll likely generate, but also
the added referrals that become possible
as a result-- in addition to the competitive
barriers you’ll create by getting the primary customer relationship going now.”
• “The delivery and payment terms are very
attractive at the moment, but they can
change at the end of the [week/ month/
quarter].”

PART TWO: “YOUR PRICE IS TOO HIGH” RESPONSES
Beginning points for developing your responses to the “price is too high”
objection…
• “That’s a valid issue, Susan. Several of
our current customers had those same
concerns at the beginning. Let me show
you some examples of how those purchases paid off.”
• “Yes, it does seem a bit high initially.
When you look at the complete value of
it over the life of its service, I think you’ll
feel much more comfortable with the
investment.”

• “I understand your price concern, Bob.
In fact, I’m sure several others in the
room have similar thoughts. Initially, the
price can seem high, but in the mid and
long terms, I’m pretty sure you’ll be very
excited about the return on investment.
Let’s take a look.”
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PART THREE: GETTING BEYOND PRICE
Sample statements to help you and your team bring sales discussions back to
the value discussion…
How much is it?
• “The price ranges between $X,XXX and
$XX,XXX [wide range]. Once we nail
down your objectives with this, we should
be able to get more specific. What would

• “There are so many different variables that
come into play, but the price is generally
between $X,XXX and $XX,XXX [wide range].
Once we look at your situation we’ll be able

you consider to be your primary challenge with this [area of discussion] right

to pin down a more specific price. How have
you been handling [their current process or
situation] over the last several months?”

now?”
• “The investment is anywhere from
$X,XXX and $XX,XXX [wide range]. Your
return on that investment will depend on
several variables. What prompted you [or

• “The base price starts at $X,XXX. Let’s figure
out what’s best for you, and then we can get
more specific. How do you plan on using the
[product]?”

your company] to look into this now?”

PART FOUR: EXIT STATEMENTS
Some ideas on gently ending a sales effort that no longer appears to be worth
your time…

• “At the moment, I’m not sure we can
provide enough value to you, but I’d like
to keep in touch should things change.
May I keep in touch periodically?”

• “Wow, you really have your hands full at the
moment. Perhaps we should talk again in a
few months and let you focus on these other
priorities. May I add you to our company
newsletter?”

• “That sounds like an exciting project.
We may be a little early in our discussions given all of your priorities. May I
give you a call in two months?”
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PART FIVE: “WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR ME ON THE PRICE?” RESPONSES
A few starting points for responding to the discount inquiry from prospects and
customers…

• “I have a great deal of flexibility for multiple buys but not on single purchases.
Let’s take a look at your plans in the longer term and see if there’s something we

• “I won’t be able to offer a discount now without [increasing the delivery time, decreasing the volume, removing the benefit of the
X, etc.]. Is [issue] necessary right now?”

can do to save you a little bit of money.”

• “Our prices are firmly set based on spe• “Are you considering purchasing
several?”

cific cost structures that limit our discount
flexibility. Is there a price you feel is more
appropriate?”

PART SIX: CLOSING STATEMENTS
Any closing statement should be delivered or asked with confidence and an
expectant attitude…
• Would you like to move forward?
• Are you ready to get started?
• Can we go ahead?
• We can start the process today with a credit card, if you’d like.
• We can deliver it to you by the close of business tomorrow, if you’d like.
• We can have it delivered by the end of the month, if we can get a signed
contract into the implementation department by Thursday.
• Should I forward a contract so you can get started?
• Would you like to try it for a quarter?
• It’ll take a few weeks to process and ship the order, so if you’re interested in
moving forward, we should start the paperwork now.
• Let’s get this off your plate and start the paperwork. What do you think?
• Let’s start the process so you can get onto your other priorities. Sound good?
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open-ended questions
Open-ended questions are one of the most
valuable tools for those who sell (if followed
up by listening). They help gather information, qualify sales opportunities, and establish rapport, trust and credibility. With such
core importance to the sales process, the
professional leaves little to chance when it
comes to owning a repertoire of powerful
open-ended questions... questions that are
answered by more than a simple yes or no...
questions where the prospect or customer
gets directly involved in the sales discussion.
The key here…

In case you’ve not had the opportunity to put yours
in writing, here are some of our favorites at justsell.
com. You’ll likely have several additional questions
specific to your industry, but these’ll get you more
than started.
Write down the ones you find valuable. Commit them
to memory with your team.
Print them out. Practice them on your drive in or on
the way to your next appointment. Tack them up near
your phone. Pass them on to your sales team.

It’s all about sales.®

Ask the question and let the prospect
or customer give you their answer.
No leading.
No prompting.
No interrupting.
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INFORMATION GATHERING
What prompted you/ your company to look into this?
What are your expectations/ requirements for this product/ service?
What process did you go through to determine your needs?
How do you see this happening?
What is it you’d like to see accomplished?
With whom have you had success in the past?
With whom have you had difficulties in the past?
Can you help me understand that a little better?
What does that mean?
How does that process work now?
What challenges does that process create?
What challenges has that created in the past?
What are the best things about that process?
What other items should we discuss?

QUALIFYING
What do you see as the next action steps?
What’s your timeline for implementing/ purchasing this type of service/ product?
What other data points should we know before moving forward?
What budget has been established for this?
What are your thoughts?
Who else is involved in this decision?
What could make this no longer a priority?
What’s changed since we last talked?
What concerns do you have?

ESTABLISHING RAPPORT, TRUST & CREDIBILITY
How did you get involved in...?
What kind of challenges are you facing?
What’s the most important priority to you with this? Why?
What other issues are important to you?
What would you like to see improved?
How do you measure that?
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about the authors

about JustSell.com

Sam Parker

JustSell.com is a free resource for sales executives, managers and professionals. Its newsletters and site provide professional development tips, tools, ideas, and inspiration...
pure saleslove™.

Sam cofounded Give More Media Inc. (publishers of
JustSell.com) in early 1998 after selling for more than a
decade in several different industries – financial services,
pharmaceuticals, joint replacements, office products and
software. Today, he continues his role in serving the subscribers of JustSell® and its sponsoring partners.
He’s the author of 212° the extra degree®, Smile &
Move™ and SalesTough™(coauthored with Jim). He
has a degree in marketing from James Madison University (1987), speaks to groups occasionally, tweets, blogs,
and sells daily.
He frequently thanks Jim for being the master of business administration so he doesn’t have to.

It currently has more than 100,000 people subscribing to its
email newsletter.
Those who’ll get the most value from Just Sell® are…
•
•
•
•

sales executives, managers and professionals
marketing professionals
business owners and entrepreneurs
people new to sales management or to the sales profession

JustSell.com’s office is located in Richmond, Virginia. Its
phone number is 804-762-4500.

Jim Gould
Jim cofounded Give More Media Inc. Before Give More,
he was in sales and management for an international finance company. In 1997, he caught the web bug with an
Internet banking company (before online banking actually used the web).
Jim coauthored SalesTough™ and guest lectures to university classes on sales, entrepreneurship and online
marketing. He graduated from James Madison University (1988) with degrees in finance and international business, and earned a masters in business from George
Mason University (1997).
He secretly wishes Sam would have become a master in
business administration as well.
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